Toothbrush Request Form (378)
(Middle name)

AA

US Department of the Anti-Alien Agency

Anti-Alien Agency

(First name)

(Last/Family name)

(Agent code name)

(Nicknames, if any)

Dental hygiene ranks #154 on the AAA agent priority listing.
Just as a reminder, here are #144-153
153: Halting dinosaur reemergence via genetic manipulation
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152: Assessing the speed in which your Shoe Polish Request Form is being processed
151: Finding the right temperature salsa for you by brand
150: Acid rain and its effects on lawn care
149: Humans who look like aliens, but are just weird-looking humans
148. Bad iPhone reception
147. Call your great-aunt!
146. Having that dream where you arrive at school in just your underwear
145. Eating those cookies while they’re still hot
144. Making the bus

Now that we’ve established that, do you really need to go through the AAA
Department of Forms to requisition a toothbrush?
Agents unfamiliar with Rite Aid or their local (friendly) drugstore please circle the appropriate
answers and leave the form under your nearest sink. An agent will pick it up.
My mouth is
a) Big
b) Small
c) Medium
d) My own business

Teethbrushing is
a) Fun!
b) Meh...
c) A mystery to me
d) Isn’t it “toothbrushing”?

My dentist looks like
a) A Great Dane
b) Lebron James
c) A lamppost
d) A dentist

I brush before
a) Breakfast
b) Jogging
c) Sending an SMS
d) And after Oreos

I like a toothbrush to be
a) Red
b) Blue
c) A and B
d) A, but not B

Flossing is like
a) Toothbrushing
b) Teethbrushing
c) A and B, but involves no
toothpaste

Brush bristles should be
a) Hard
b) Medium
c) Soft
d) Steel wool

If I don’t get a toothbrush
a) I’ll be sad, but make do
b) I’ll fill out this form again
c) I’ll get a giant cavity
d) I’ll be a better agent
Agent form-taking survey

Check all boxes that apply excluding those which do not apply at this time

Print your name clearly in box above. 

This form was...
Informative

satisfactory.

repetitive.

refreshing.

repetitive.

one hour.

how should I know? I am still taking this form.

This form took me...
five minutes.

Overall, my favorite AAA form is...

Sign and date name in box above.

They’re all great!!!

Agent Name Change Request form.

I never...
am a bad AAA agent.
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Snuggie Request form.

other: ___________________________________________

